Abstract-The performance of retinal microsurgery often requires the coordinated use of both hands. During bimanual retinal surgery, dominant hand performance may be negatively impacted by poor non-dominant hand assistance. Therefore understanding bimanual latent determinants, and establishing safety criteria for bimanual manipulation is relevant to robotic development and to eventual patient care. In this paper, we present a preliminary study to quantitatively evaluate one aspect of bimanual tool use in retinal surgery. Two force sensing tools were designed and fabricated using fiber Bragg grating sensors. Tool-to-sclera contact force is measured using the developed tools and analyzed. The tool forces were recorded during five basic surgical maneuvers typical of retinal surgery. Two subjects are involved in experiments, including one clinician and one engineer. For comparison, all manipulations were replicated under robotassisted conditions. The results indicate that the average tool-tosclera force recorded from the dominant hand tool is significantly higher than that from the non-dominant hand tool (p = 0.004). Moreover, the average forces under robot-assisted conditions with the present steady hand robot is notably higher than freehand conditions(p = 0.01). The forces obtained from the dominant and not-dominant hand instruments indicate a weak correlation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Retinal surgery is one of the most challenging surgical tasks due to its high precision requirements for manual dexterity. Many retinal procedures benefit from bimanual techniques. Most retinal surgery requires, at a minimum, a light source in one hand and an active tool in the other. During retinal surgery, both tools are inserted through trocars (located in the sclera) to gain access to the interior of the eyeball. Trocar to sclera contact continuously transmits the forces from the tools to the sclera. The value of the tool-to-sclera force (scleral force) varies during the operation. The latent determinants of sclera force may derive from dominant hand (DH) manipulation, non-dominant hand (NDH) manipulation, or combination of forces from both hands. Excessive scleral forces may reflect dangerous or unskilled tool use. Therefore, bimanual tool manipulation under freehand and robot-assisted conditions, is tested in order to evaluate scleral forces, safety thresholds, and force parameters during typical manipulations in retinal surgery.
Smart or otherwise responsive instruments with force sensing capabilities are required to measure the scleral force. Therefore, our group has designed and developed a family of sensorized tools [1] - [4] . These tools are fabricated by integrating fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors into the contact segments of the tool shaft, thus it can independently sense forces applied in various tool shaft positions. Such multifunction tools [5] as shown in Fig.1 are capable of sensing scleral force and are further developed and applied in this paper. Similar instruments developed by other teams incorporate micro sensors in the tool handle [6] , [7] . These prototypes are not, however, able to distinguish forces applied at the tool tip from the ones applied at the tool shaft, thus they are not suitable for measuring the scleral force separately.
Robotic devices have the potential to significantly expand the capabilities of a surgeon [8] , but this benefit has not been evaluated quantitatively. To better understand this potential we explore bimanual performance under robot-assisted conditions, i.e., the DH manipulates a robotic assistant to conduct surgical tasks while the NDH remains with freehand function. We did not apply the robot assistant on the NDH since the maneuver of NDH could be performed successfully by freehand due to its simple movements. In prior work we developed the steady hand eye robot (SHER) [9] , [10] , that is employed as the robotic assistant in this work.
In the present work, we explore the latent factors of bimanual manipulation in retinal procedures by quantitatively evaluating the forces generated by a user's maneuvers and correlated with their concomitant performance. For the purpose of this work scleral force is considered the main outcome and primary variable to be analyzed. It is measured during five different basic retinal surgery operations performed by two subjects. Each experiment is carried out freehand, and is then repeated with the assistance of the SHER in the DH. The collected force data is analyzed independently, after which correlation 978-1-5386-4707-3/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE analysis is performed between the scleral force exerted by the DH tool and the NDH tool.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Two scleral force sensing tools are designed and fabricated by the methods presented in our prior work [5] . The SHER is used as the robotic assistant for the DH. Five basic retinal surgical operations are designed to investigate the general surgical behavior.
A. Force Sensing Tool
The force sensing tool designed for the DH is shown in Fig.1 (b). It can measure the contact force between tool shaft and the sclera port. A 25-gauge stainless steel needle is machined with three grooves at an angle of 90 • , and three FBGs sensors each with a diameter of 0.11 mm are glued into the grooves. The delicate FBG sensors are responsive to small strains and are able to detect the scleral forces exerted on the tool. The force sensing tool designed for the NDH to detect the contact force between tool tip and sclera port is shown in Fig. 1 (c) . Three FBGs sensors are evenly glued on the outer surface of a 22-gauge tube. The tools are calibrated and validated using a precision scale with a resolution of 1 mg (Sartorius ED224S Extend Analytical Balance, Germany). The validation root mean square error for DH tool and NDH tool are 2.3 mN and 0.7 mN, respectively. During experiments, users are expected to keep the distal tip of the NDH tool around the scleral port to measure the valid force. However, the DH tool is inserted into the eyeball to conduct designed operations.
B. Basic Surgical Operations Design
To collect relevant scleral force data, we scripted five basic retinal surgery maneuvers that would be required to move the eye through a range of motion. The first three are to manipulate two tools to rotate the eyeball around each axis of the eyeball coordinate system, denoted as eyeball x-axis rotation (EXR), eyeball y-axis rotation (EYR), and eyeball zaxis rotation (EZR) shown respectively in Fig.2 (a) . The fourth operation is to control the two tools to pivot around their own scleral ports while keeping the eyeball still as shown in Fig.2 (b), this is described as a tool scissor motion (TSM). During these four maneuvers, NDH tool and DH tool are performed synchronously to conduct the designated movements.The final set of maneuvers represents a combination of the aforementioned four operations, to follow the topography of the vessels (VF). VF is conducted in an eye phantom with mock vessels as shown in Fig.2 (c) . During VF, the role of NDH tool is to hold the eyeball still, while the DH tool is used to follow the mock vessels. Firstly, the user is expected to move the DH tool tip above the home point, then move the DH tool to follow four simulated vessels consecutively, without touching the retina surface. Each vessel curve is tracked with one round trip. VF starts from the home position, pauses at the end of the vessel, and then returns to the home position.
C. Experimental setup
The experimental setup includes the SHER, two force sensing tools, a microscope, two FBG interrogators (SI115 and SM130, Micron Optics, Atlanta, GA), and an eye phantom, as shown Fig. 3(a) . The force sensing tool is attached to the SHER with a quick release mechanism in robot-assisted experiments. The interrogators are used to monitor the FBG sensors within the spectrum from 1525 nm to 1565 nm at a 2 kHz refresh rate. The eye phantom is made of silicon rubber and placed into the 3D-printed socket. The socket is lubricated with mineral oil to produce a realistic friction coefficient analogous to the human eye. Painted lines simulate retinal vessels on the inner surface of eyeball as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . Two subjects are involved in the data collection, including one engineer and one clinician. They repeated the aforementioned five maneuvers, forty times each. The first twenty trials are carried out freehand, and the last twenty are with robot-assisted.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A quantitative evaluation of scleral force is performed first and this is followed by a correlation analysis between the two hand manipulations.
A. Scleral Force Analysis
The average value of scleral force is analyzed as show in Table I . The t-test and one-way analysis of variance with a value of p < 0.05 are used in the statistical analysis. The ratio value presented in the table corresponds to the ratio between the mean values of NDH tool and DH tool during the same experimental conditions. The averaged value in the table is calculated using the mean values of five operations from the same tool. The averaged scleral force of the DH hand tool is significantly higher than the value of the NDH hand tool (p = 0.004). This phenomenon is consistent for all of the experimental groups. A possible reason is that the DH tool usually leads the eyeball manipulation while the NDH tool follows it. Therefore overall, the NDH tool applied less force than the DH tool. Another notable result is that the averaged scleral force under robot-assisted conditions higher than the value under freehand conditions for all of the experimental groups (p = 0.01). This is likely the direct result of limitations on the surgeon's dexterity, tool velocity and range of available motion resulting from limitations in present robot design. The robot's mechanical stiffness also attenuates user tactile ability. The resultant is additional manipulation force applied to the tool handle. Moreover, the ratio decreases from the freehand condition to the robot-assisted condition when the subject is an non-clinician (such as an engineer), and the result converts to the contrary when the subject is a surgically trained clinician. The ratio value represents the utilization productivity of two hands. Therefore, it seems that the robot familiar engineer relies more heavily on the SHER, so he/she prefers to use DH hand to perform the operation. However, the clinician relies more on his/her hand, so he/she uses his/her NDH hand more often.
B. Correlations of Two Hand Manipulations
To explore the correlations of two hand manipulations, the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated using equation (1) to compare the amount of sclera force applied between hands as shown in Table II .
where A and B denotes two dataset, i.e., sclera forces of two tools, µ is the mean value of the dataset, and σ is the standard deviation of the dataset. The bidirectional limits of the correlation coefficients are -1 and 1 theoretically, and the closer to the boundary the coefficient is, the stronger linear correlations the two datasets have. The calculated correlation coefficients range from 0.05 to 0.47, therefore manipulations done with each hand are weakly correlated to each other. This result suggests that the two hands are sometimes working independently during these experiments.
IV. CONCLUSION
Although the results presented above are preliminary, they represent a first attempt to evaluate bimanual manipulation of tools during microsurgery. This was done by measuring the amount of scleral force applied during freehand and robotassisted retinal surgery, as simulated by five basic maneuvers. The two force sensing tools with FBGs sensors independently measured the scleral force at the tool shaft. The SHER was used as a robotic assistant for the DH hand. Averaged scleral forces were analyzed first, and were followed by a correlation analysis. The results suggest that the two hands apply different manipulation forces and that they are weakly correlated. In the future more parameters will be considered and analyzed, the number of users will be increased as will the number of surgical skill levers of the users. Robotic assistants will be tried in both hands, to better explore and comprehend bimanual performance.
